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ABSTRACT.   Let R   denote a Prüfer ring which is a homomorphic

image of a Prüfer domain D.  The purpose of this paper is to investigate

the relationship between the valuation structure over D   and the valua-

tion structure over  R.   It is shown that there exists a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the valuations over R   and the valuations over D

centered on primes containing the kernel of the homomorphism.  This corre-

spondence is shown to be natural in the sense that the value of an ele-

ment of R  is either infinity or the value of its pre-images under the corre-

sponding valuation over D.  Moreover, the value group of a valuation over

R  is an isolated subgroup of the value group of the corresponding valua-

tion over D.

Introduction.  Kaplansky and others have asked the following question:

Is every ring with linearly ordered ideals the homomorphic image of a val-

uation domain? This question can be cast in a more general setting by

asking whether every arithmetical ring is the homomorphic image of a

Prüfer domain.  Note that, when only local rings are considered, the second

question reduces to the first question since a local ring is arithmetical if

and only if its ideals are linearly ordered.   An aid in answering these ques-

tions would be a complete description of the structure of the rings in the

class of all homomorphic images of Prüfer domains.   This class was studied

in [l] and shown to be a proper subclass of the class of Prüfer rings.   In

view of the results due to Griffin (outlined below), each ring in this class

possesses a valuation structure, where the valuations considered are those

defined by Manis (also discussed below).

In this paper we give a complete description of the valuation structure

of a homomorphic image of a Prüfer domain  D  in terms of the valuation

structure of D. In §1  we present a procedure that defines a natural mapping

from the set of all valuations on the quotient field of D  which are nonnega-
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tive on  D  and positive on the ideal  A   to the set of all valuations on the

total quotient ring of D/A  which are nonnegative on D/A.  In §2 we show

that this mapping is one-to-one and onto.  Specifically, we show that if this

mapping is considered as a mapping from the valuation overrings of D  cen-

tered on prime ideals containing A   to the valuation pairs over D/A, then it

agrees with the natural extension of the mapping given by the correspondence

theorem for homomorphisms between prime ideals of D   containing A   and the

prime ideals of D/A.

Throughout this paper the term "ring" will denote a commutative ring

with unity.  Manis [5] defines a valuation on a ring S to be a mapping w

from S onto a totally-ordered abelian group with positive infinity adjoined

such that for all a, b £ R,

(i) w{ab) = w{a) + w{b), and

(ii)  w{a + b) > min \w{a), w{b)\.

Note that in case S is a field, then the above definition is the same as the

traditional definition of a valuation.  Given a valuation w on  S, the valua-

tion ring of w is defined to be the subring If of S of all elements with non-

negative value.  The set of all elements of S  with positive value and the set

of all elements of S  with infinite value are prime ideals of W, called the

positive prime of w and the infinite prime of w respectively.  If  V is a sub-

ring of S  and P is aprime ideal of V, then (V, P) is said to be a valuation

pair of S if and only if there exists a valuation on  S  which has  V  as its

valuation ring and  P  as its positive prime.   Finally, given a ring  R, (V, P)

is said to be a valuation pair over R if (V, P) is a valuation pair of the total

quotient ring of R  and R C V.

Griffin [3] defines a Prüfer ring to be a ring in which every finitely gen-

erated regular ideal is invertible.  (Here we use the terminology that a regu-

lar element is an element which is not a divisor of zero, and a regular ideal

is an ideal which contains a regular element.) He shows that Prüfer rings

are related to valuation pairs through an appropriate generalization of local-

ization, namely, the large quotient ring.  When   R  is a ring with a total quo-

tient ring  T  and Q  is a prime ideal of R, the large quotient ring of R  with

respect to Q is defined to be  \x £ T\ there exists s £ R\Q  such that xs £ R\,

denoted by  Rr „i.   Also [glRr^n   denotes the prime ideal of Rr0J   defined by

\x £ T\ there exists s £ R\Q such that xs £ Q\.  Griffin shows that R is a

Prüfer ring if and only if for every prime ideal  Q of R, (R[01, [Q]Rr0l)  is a

valuation pair.   Thus the valuation pairs over a Prüfer ring play much the

same role as do the valuation overrings of a Prüfer domain.
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Our notation and terminology is essentially that of Larsen and McCarthy

[A], which also contains a detailed treatment of the concepts of valuations,

Prüfer rings, and large quotient rings.   Where it is convenient and unambig-

uous to do so, we will denote the homomorphic image of an element or a set

by placing a bar over its symbol.

1.  We begin this section with a pair of results showing how under cer-

tain conditions a valuation on one ring can be used to construct a valuation

on a closely related ring.

Proposition 1.  Let v  be a valuation on the field K with value group  G

and valuation ring  V.   Let I be a prime ideal of V.   Then the mapping  v.:

Vj — GU M defined by

j v{x)     if x i I,
vXx) = s

(  oo if   X   £   I

is a valuation on the ring  V. with  V as its valuation ring and with an iso-

lated subgroup of G as its value group.  We will call the valuation v.  the

truncation of v with respect to  I.

Proof.  We will verify parts (i) and (ii) of the definition of a valuation

by considering three cases.  First, if t., t2 £ V\l, then since / is aprime

ideal of V¡, we know f.#,  £ V¡\l  and hence

vM\t2i = v^t\t2^ = v^l^ + v^2^ = vi^t? + vi^2^'

Also when  t, + Z? i I, we have

v¡U   + t2) = jX/j + t2) > minSiXij), 7Xî2)S = minji^Oj), vi.t2)\.

When  ¿j + t2 £ I, then  v,{tl + t2) »oo, so the condition  v{t-[ + t2) >

min \v.{tA, v¡{tA\   is automatically satisfied.  Next we consider the case

where t,  £ I and í    e V,\/.  Since t.t-, £ I, we have
i 2 1 12'

VjU^J = oo = v¡{t1) + vI{t2).

Since ¡j e / and t2 4 ¡, we know that v{tA > v{t2)  and so

v{t{ + t2) = v{t2) = v,{t2) = minJ^Up, v{{t2)\.

But /j + t2 i I and hence tj(i, + t2) = v{tx + t2). Finally, in case ¿,, i, £ I, the

v{ -values of ij, t2, txt2, and tx + t2 ate all oo; hence both parts of the definition are

trivially satisfied.
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All that remains is to show that vf maps  V. onto an isolated subgroup

of G. Since V,\l is the group of units of V¡, v{ maps onto a subgroup H

of G.  The facts that H is an isolated subgroup of G  and that  V is the

valuation ring of v. both follow immediately from the definition of v.

Proposition 2.   Let v  be a valuation on the ring  U and let 9: U —► U

be a homomorphism of U onto the ring U  such that the kernel of 0  is con-

tained in the infinite prime of v.  Then  v   defined by  v{6{u)) = v{u)   is a

valuation on  U with the same value group as that of v.  In this case, we

say that v induces the valuation  v   through 6.

Proof.  We first show that v   is well defined by showing that if v{u ,) 4

v{uA, then Q{u^) 4 0{u2). If v{ux) 4 v{u2), then by the same argument as for

valuations on a field, one can show that v{u. - uA = min\v{u.), v{uA\.

Moreover, this minimum value cannot be oo, so  v{u. — uA 4 °°.  Hence u. —

u2 ¿ ker 6, so  6{uA 4 6{uA.  The remaining parts of the proof—namely that

t7  satisfies parts (i) and (ii) of the definition of a valuation and that  t7 maps

U onto the value group of v—ate routine to verify and will be omitted.

Before we state the main result of this section, we will establish the

notation that will be used for the rest of the paper. Let D  denote a Prüfer

domain with quotient field  K, and let ¥: D —> R be a homomorphism of the

ring D onto the ring R  with kernel A. Let T denote the total quotient ring

of R.  We define the multiplicative system  S  in  D  to be the set \d £ D\^{d)

is a regular element in  Rl.   Boisen and Larsen [l]   show that 9  can be ex-

tended to a homormophism <f> of Ds onto  T by defining cp{d/s) = ^{dj/^Vis).

As is customary in the theory of valuations on a field, we will consider

two valuations  v and v    on a ring to be the same if they differ by an order-

isomorphism of their value groups.   In general, this condition is equivalent

to saying that v  and v    have the same valuation pair, and in the case of

valuations on a field, this condition reduces to the equality of the respective

valuation rings.  Now we define Ö  to be the set of all distinct valuations on

K which are nonnegative on  D   and positive on  A.  In other words, v £ Ö if

and only if the valuation ring of v  contains D   and the center of v on  D  con-

tains A.  We define ffl to be the set of all valuations of T which are non-

negative on  R.   The following theorem shows how elements of Ö  are related

in a natural way to elements of Í0.

Theorem 1.  If v £ Ö, then there exists a truncation of v which is de-

fined on all of the elements of Ds and which, when restricted to Ds, induces
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a valuation w  in  W through <f>.   This truncation of v is uniquely determined

and hence the process defines a mapping from U to Ii).   Furthermore, the

value group of w  is an isolated subgroup of the value group of v.

Proof.  Let  v £ Ö and let V be its valuation ring. We note that the multi-

plicative system 5 of D is also a multiplicative system of  V.  Therefore,

there exists a prime ideal  / of  V that is maximal with respect to not inter-

secting S.  Take the truncation  v¡ öf v with respect to  /.   Then by Proposi-

tion 1, v¡ is a valuation on   V,  with value group  H  an isolated subgroup of

the value group of v.  Since 7 0 5=0   and DC V, we conclude that Ds C V..

Let u  denote the restriction of  v. to  Ds.  We claim that u  is a valua-

tion on  Dç.   To see this, note that since u is the restriction of a valuation,

it satisfies parts (i) and (ii) of the definition of a valuation.  Hence we need

only show that u maps Ds onto a group to complete the requirements of the

definition. In fact, we will show that u maps Ds onto H.  First we observe

that an element of V has its value in  H if and only if it is not an element of

/.   If h is a nonnegative element of H, then there exists  t £ V  such that

v{t) = h.  Since V = D„   for some prime ideal  P  of D, we have that t = d/r

where d, r £ D   and v{r) = 0; hence v{t) = v{d) = h.  Since v{d) e H, d £ I

and therefore vid) = u{d) = h.  Consequently, every positive element of H is

an image of an element of D. Now let h be a negative element of H.  Con-

sider / = \x £ V\v{x) >-¿?l.  Then  /  is an ideal of V that properly contains

the ideal  /.  Therefore, by the choice of / there exists an element s £ S C\ J.

So u{s) >—h.  Since u{s) + h  is a nonnegative element of H, there exists

d £ D  such that u{d) = u{s) + h.  Hence d/s is an element of Ds  satisfying

u{d/s) = h.

Now by Proposition 2, there exists a valuation  w on  T induced by  u

through cf>.  Furthermore, the value group of w is H, which we noted earlier

to be an isolated subgroup of G.

All that remains is to show that the truncation defined earlier in the

proof is unique.  In other words, we must show that if /  is a prime ideal of

V not equal to  /, then the truncation  v.  does not satisfy the conditions

stated in the first sentence of the theorem.  Suppose that /S=/.  Then by the

choice of /, there exists s £ S C\ J. Hence  l/s £ D^\V., and so the trunca-

tion  v.  does not satisfy the condition of being defined on all of the elements

of Ds. On the other hand, suppose that /£i.  If í e /\/, then  v{i) > v{s)

fot all s £ S  since / is an ideal of  V and I C\S =0.  Choose d £ D  such

that v{d) = v{i).  Then  d i J  and hence  v Xd) 4 °°  and v Ad) > v Xs)  for all
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s £ S. Let g = v Xd).  If e/s is an element of Ds  such that vXe/s) = —g,

then we have

v As) = v Ae) + g = vAe) + v Ad) > v Ad) > v As),

which is not possible.  So —g is not the image under v. of any element of

Dç.  If w were a valuation on T induced by the restriction of v.  to D,, then

w{d) = g; but no element of  T maps to  -g under w.  By  definition,   a

valuation must map onto a group, so we have reached a contradiction.   Again

we conclude that the truncation  v.   does not satisfy the conditions in the

first sentence of the theorem, and the proof of the uniqueness of v. is com-

plete.

2.  In this section we will continue with the notation developed in the

preceding section.  Our goal is to establish the relationship between the

valuation rings belonging to elements of Ö  and the valuation pairs belonging

to elements of (6.  In this direction, we will let J   denote the set of all prime

ideals of D containing A.  Since D is a Prüfer domain, the set \Dp\P £ ÍP}

is the set of all valuation overrings of D  with centers containing A, and

thus we have a natural one-to-one correspondence between J   and Ö. Now let

2 denote the set of all prime ideals of the Prüfer ring R.  We wish to estab-

lish a one-to-one correspondence between J. and (U analogous to the one be-

tween j   and Ö.  For this purpose we need the result of the following lemma,

which is probably well known but does not seem to appear in the literature

in this form.

Lemma.  Let B  be a Prüfer ring.  Then every valuation pair {W, N) over

B  is of the form (Br,,1> [i/lBr^i)  for some prime ideal U of B.

Proof.  Let {W, N)  be a valuation pair over B  and let  U denote the prime

ideal NOB of B.   Then (B[y], [c^Br^i)  is a valuation pair over B, since

B is a Prüfer ring.  But valuation pairs can be characterized as maximal pairs

with respect to the relation of "domination" [4, Theorem 10.6, p. 229].  So

in order to show (Br^l» [flBr^i) = {W, N), it suffices to show that {W, N)

dominates (Br^l, [l/lBr^i), in other words, that Br^i CIC  and N fl Br^i =

[flBr^i.  First choose t £ B[,j]-  Then there exists b £ B\U such that bt

is  in   B, hence in    W. By definition of   U, b £ W\N and hence b has zero

value.  So the value of t equals the value of bt and consequently, t £ W.

To show that B[y] n N = [i/lBr^i, it is sufficient to show that [t/lBr^i

is precisely the set of all elements of Br^i  with positive value relative to
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the valuation of {W, N).  Suppose that x £ [f/lBr^i.   Then there exists an

element s £ B\U  such that xs £ U.   Since   s   has zero value and xs

has positive value, it follows that x has positive value. Now suppose that

y  is an element of Br,,1   with positive value.   Then there exists  r £ B\U

such that ry £ B.  But ry has the same positive value as y.  Therefore

ry £ U and hence y £ [U]Brvy Q.E.D.

From this lemma we conclude that each valuation pair over R  arises,

in a natural way, from aprime ideal of  R.  Moreover, the fact that distinct

prime ideals of R  yield distinct valuation pairs follows from the fact that

[2]Rr0i fi R = Q  for any prime ideal Q  of R.  Consequently, there exists a

natural one-to-one correspondence between J.  and UJ pairing the prime ideal

Q  with the valuation w that has valuation pair (Rr«]» [ßlRf 0l). 'This corre-

spondence, together with the correspondence between f  and G mentioned

earlier, will be used in the proof of the following theorem, which is the main

result of this section. ;

Theorem 2. Let v be a valuation in Ö, and let w be the valuation in

UJ which is associated with v under the mapping defined in Theorem 1. If

P is the prime ideal in j such that Dp is the valuation ring of v, and if

Q = P, then the valuation pair of w is (R[01> [Ö^rol^- Consequently, the

mapping defined in Theorem 1 is a one-to-one correspondence from  Ö onto (0.

Proof. Let v £ Ö and let P be the prime ideal in J   for which  Dp  is

the valuation ring of v.  Let  C denote Dp O D <..  It is clear that C is the

set of all elements in  Ds  with nonnegative value under v..  Since w is in-

duced by the restriction of v. to  Ds  through cp, C is precisely the set of

all elements of T  with nonnegative value under w.  In other words, C is the

valuation ring of w.  We will show that C-=Rr0i, where Q- P.  First, let

c  £ C.  Then c = d/b, where d £ D  and b £ D\P.  Then  b  £ r\q  and bc =

d which is in  R.  Hence  c  £ Rr„i   and C Ç Rr0]-

To show the reverse containment, we let t £ Rr„i.  Then there exists

r £ R\Q  such, that rt £ R.  Since cp maps Ds onto  T, there exist r'  and

''  in Ds  such that <p{r') = r and cS(r') = t.  Now let D'  and P'  denote

cp~ (R)   and cf>~  (g)   respectively.   Then it is clear that D '  is a subring of

Ds containing D, and P    is a prime ideal of D . Moreover, our choice of

r' and t' shows that r' t' £ D'   and r' £ D'\p'. So t' £ D',. But since D' is an

over-ring of the Prüfer_domain D, we know that Dp, = D.pi n D)   [2, Theorem 26.1,

p. 322].. Since Q = P  and P ' = <p~ 1{Q), it follows that P" O D = P.  So

t    £ DpC\ Ds = C, and thus t = t'   £ C, which is what we needed to show.
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Next consider the positive prime M of w.  By the definition of  w, it is

clear that M is the image of PDp C\DS under (p.  By obvious modifications

of the computations that showed  C = Rfnl» one can show that M = [g]Rr0i.

We have now completed the proof that w has (Rr0l> [Q]R[0])   as its valua-

tion pair.

To prove the final statement in the theorem, we first consider the one-

to-one correspondence between  Ö  and j   and that between  A and uJ men-

tioned earlier.   Composing these with the natural one-to-one correspondence

between J   and 3 that arises from the correspondence theorem of homomor-

phisms, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence from  Ü to  W.  Specifically,

if 77 e Ö with valuation ring Dp, then  v  corresponds to  w £ ¡2  with valua-

tion pair (R[q1» [öl^fr/p' wnere Q = P•   But by the first part of this theorem,

it is clear that this correspondence is precisely the mapping defined in The-

orem 1.  Q.E.D.
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